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VAUGHAN, ON – Premiere Suites, Canada’s most recognized and trusted provider of high 
quality temporary residences for professionals and families, was recently awarded the 
Association of Serviced Apartment Providers’ (ASAP) Quality Accreditation for achieving 
the highest standards in quality, safety, security, and guest experience for all of its 1,500 
suites in 38 cities across Canada. 

Industry standards, like the ASAP Quality Accreditation, indicate that the furnished space 
you are renting is professionally managed, which is becoming increasingly more important 
in the new sharing economy. 

“Consumers take an unnecessary risk each time they book a stay in an unlicensed, 
unregulated, and uninsured accommodation. When you choose an accredited provider like 
Premiere Suites, you are staying in a professionally-managed, industry-regulated property 
that is an accurate reflection of the suite represented online,” says Jeff Brookhouser, 
CCHP, President of Premiere Suites. 

“Since its inception nearly two decades ago, Premiere Suites has been recognized for 
operating at a level above the corporate housing industry norm in Canada. This global 
ASAP Quality Accreditation Marque is just one more reason that our guests can be 
assured they are receiving the highest standard of service and great value each time they 
stay with us.” 

To earn the ASAP Quality Accreditation Marque, Premiere Suites underwent a rigorous 
evaluation, involving guest opinion, internet review mechanisms and detailed physical 
assessment to ensure compliance with core legal, health and safety practices. The 
assessor experienced the guest’s journey firsthand, through the selection of an apartment 
to the booking process, arrival formalities, an overnight stay and full departure, in order to 
grade the stay experience with Premiere Suites and compare it to other industry providers.  

About Premiere Suites  

Founded in 1999, Premiere Suites is Canada’s largest provider of ‘extended stay’ 
temporary residences. The company now offers clients a selection of over 1,500 fully-
furnished suites in 38 city centres across the country ‒ cost-reduced alternatives to luxury 
hotel accommodations in prime locations for employee relocations, home insurance claims, 
project assignments, and extended stays. From studio units to three bedroom townhouses, 
our luxury temporary living solutions provide more of the amenities of home. After all, life is 
too big for a hotel. 

About ASAP 

Association of Serviced Apartment Providers (ASAP) is the not-for-profit trade association 
dedicated exclusively to the serviced apartment sector. Its 130 members own and operate 
over 100,000 properties globally. 
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